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Abstract

Magnetic tugging of a target satellite without thrust capacity can be interesting in various contexts, as for example End-Of-Life man-
agement, or to complete launchers capabilities. The aim is to gradually modify the orbit of the target by constantly exerting on it a mag-
netic force. To do so, the chaser is assumed equipped with a steerable magnetic dipole, able to create both forces and torques on the
magnetic torque rods carried by the target. The chaser is also supposed to carry electric thrusters, creating a continuous force which
modifies the orbit of the whole formation composed of chaser and target.

The relative motions of both satellites are derived, in order to assess the feasibility of such a concept. Relative configuration (attitudes
and position) trajectories are derived, which are compliant with the dynamics, and enable the chaser to tug the target.

Considering targets in Low Earth Orbit (LEO), the magnetic field of the Earth is taken into account, modeled by the International
Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF). The position of the magnetic torque rod of the target may not be located at its center of mass.
This lever-arm is taken into account in the dynamics.

As for every Electro-Magnetic Formation Flight concept developed in the literature, satellites involved in magnetic tugging are con-
stantly subjected to torques, created by the Earth magnetic field and by the magnetic fields created by the other satellites in the formation.
In this study, the solution chosen to face this problem is to take into account the attitude equilibrium of the satellites early in the guidance
phase, in order to avoid having to wave the dipole, as it is generally done.

Promising results are presented for different types of orbit, showing that the concept could be feasible in many different scenarios.

Keywords: Space tug; Electromagnetic formation flying; Active debris removal
For a given vector x; x is the norm of the vector, and x̂ is
the unitary vector associated. Scalar variables are never
represented by bold letters. With the exception of F (a
force) and B (a magnetic field), upper-case bold letters refer
to non-vector matrices. x½ � is the skew-symmetric matrix
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denoting the cross-product x� and _x denotes the time
derivation in the orbital frame: _x ¼ dx

dt jO.
Subscripts are used to give precision on the variables. A

maximum of four subscripts are used, in the order defined
here: the first one defines the object concerned. The second
one refers to the cause. The third one is the axis considered,
and the fourth defines projection frame. For example,
F CthxO

is the projection of the thruster force applied on

the chaser along the x-axis of the orbital frame. To lighten
equations, this notation is reduced when the clarity is unaf-
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Nomenclature

Constants

l0 magnetic constant (l0 ¼ 4p10�7 N/A2)
l standard gravitational parameter of the Earth

(l ¼ 3:986 1014 m3/s2)

Variables

F force (N)
f force per unit of mass (N/kg)
B magnetic field (T)
s torque (Nm)
l magnetic dipoles, always with subscript (Am2)
d vector from chaser dipole to target dipole (m)
s vector from target center of mass to the chaser

center of mass (m)
si vector from formation center of mass to satellite

i center of mass (m)
h vector of Euler angles describing the attitude of

the target in orbital frame
r vector from Earth center to the point considered

(m)
clT vector from target center of mass to the target

dipole (m)
m spacecraft mass (kg)
mCT reduced mass: mCT ¼ mCmT

mCþmT

x rotation vector from inertial to orbital frame

J spacecraft inertia matrix in spacecraft body
frame

Il identity matrix of size l

PO!T rotation matrix from frame O to
T : xT ¼ PO!T xO

Subscript

I inertial frame
O orbital frame
C chaser body frame
T target body frame
C chaser satellite
T target satellite
i either C or T
CoM center of mass of the formation
g gravity or gravity gradient
�l electromagnetic
E due to the Earth
c due to the lever-arm clT
th thrusters
rw attitude control system (e.g. reaction wheels)
d created by the reaction wheels to desaturate

them
p perturbation
fected. For example, FT �l is the electromagnetic force

exerted on the target.
Three frames are used in this article; I , an inertial frame

centered on the Center of Mass of the formation (CoM); O,
the orbital frame centered on the center of mass of the for-
mation; T , the target body frame. These reference frames
are represented in Fig. 1. ẑO is toward the Earth. ŷO is per-
pendicular to the orbit, in opposition to the angular
momentum. x̂O ¼ ŷO � ẑO. These definitions are summa-
rized in Fig. 1.
1. Introduction

Satellite tugging can be motivated by various reasons. It
can be for de-orbiting or re-orbiting: for example in the
case of satellites having finished their mission, but being
unable to do the maneuver by themselves. It can be for
orbit management, in the case of a constellation composed
of several satellites in which only one is equipped with
thrusters for example. It can also be considered as a mean
to finalize launches, in which case this maneuver would
increase launchers capabilities.

Whatever the reasons, several means can be considered
to achieve orbit modification of a satellite by tugging it
with another satellite. Indeed, one could simply dock a
chaser satellite to the target satellite. In the frame of Active
Debris Removal (ADR), contactless solutions however
could be more interesting. They could indeed provide a
way to avoid the need for standardized interfaces and haz-
ardous uncooperative docking phases, as well as reduce the
risk of creating new debris. For example, Schaub and
Sternovsky (2014) suggested to use electrostatic forces by
charging the surfaces of the target and the chaser with ions
of the other polarity, in order to create an attracting force
between the two. However, charging satellite surfaces is
generally problematic, and can even be hazardous, as
pointed out by Garrett (1981). This solution seems there-
fore adapted mainly for dead satellites.

In this study, which has been briefly presentented in
Fabacher et al. (2015), and in the same context as Voirin
et al. (2012), solutions using magnetic forces to tug the tar-
get are detailed. Indeed many satellites, specially in Low
Earth Orbit, are equipped with Magnetic Torque Bars
(MTQ) which are devices used for attitude control. MTQ
create magnetic fields, which could be used by a chaser
equipped with a powerful steerable magnetic dipole, in
order to create forces and torques on the target.

Electromagnetic Formation Flying (EMFF) is a concept
studied since the beginning of the 21st century. It consists
in flying satellites in formation, using magnetic forces and
torques to control their relative positions and attitudes.
Much theoretical work has already been done, giving this
concept a solid framework. Schweighart (2005) solved the



Fig. 1. Representation of the two main frames used in the article: O and T . The different vectors considered are also represented (d ¼ clT � s).
dipole planning problem for a formation composed of N
spacecraft, while Ahsun et al. (2007) worked on the control
of such a formation. Electromagnetic formations consisting
of several cooperative spacecraft have been continuously
studied since then: Elias et al. (2007) gave a way to control
the relative position of a formation, while controlling the
attitudes with reaction wheels on each satellite; Sakai
et al. (2008) solved the guidance to keep the same position
in time and suggested to wave the dipole to avoid the prob-
lem caused by the constant torque due to the Earth mag-
netic field on each satellite; Ahsun et al. (2010) improved
the work done by Elias et al. (2007) and applied an idea
similar to Sakai et al. (2008). Recently, Huang et al.
(2016) started looking for configurations enabling to
reduce the total momentum of a 2-satellites formation.

2. Aim and contribution of this study

The principle of magnetic tugging is quite simple: a
chaser/tug satellite, thrusters turned on and equipped with
a powerful steerable magnetic dipole creates a magnetic
field which attracts the dipole carried by a target/tugged
satellite. This problem has already been formulated by
Zhang et al. (2014), which gave a first solution. Several
facts overlooked by Zhang et al. (2014) however make
the realization of this concept complex.

First, the non-trivial orbital dynamics of a pair of space-
craft flying in close proximity is combined to the complex
way magnets create forces on one another, and to the exis-
tence of constant thrust force created by the chaser satel-
lite. This problem is similar to the ones encountered by
Elias et al. (2007), Sakai et al. (2008), Ahsun et al. (2010)
and Huang et al. (2016).

Second, the target is not assumed to be able to control
its own magnetic dipole. Therefore contrary to Elias
et al. (2007), Sakai et al. (2008), Ahsun et al. (2010) and
Huang et al. (2016), waving it in order to avoid building
up angular momentum because of the Earth magnetic field
is not an option.

Third, creating magnetic forces automatically creates
torques between the dipoles interacting. Whilst in standard
(without propulsion) EMFF, it can be hoped that the tor-
ques on all satellites averages to zero, it would not be the
case for magnetic tugging, as the maneuver would take a
long time, during which the relative configuration could
remain the same.

Fourth, the satellites considered by every study up to
now are dedicated to EMFF, and particularly, the mag-
netic dipole they carry is located precisely at its center of
mass. Though in our case this can be true for the chaser,
the MTQ of the target may be located elsewhere in its
structure. This lever-arm adds a torque which has to be
taken into account.

Finally, many parameters evolve in orbit around the
Earth. The orbital rate and the distance to the Earth for
example, if the orbit is not perfectly circular. The most
important parameter for magnetic tugging is the Earth
magnetic field in orbit, which evolution in orbit is not
negligible.

In this paper, focus is made on the orbit transfer of an
electromagnetic formation composed of two satellites.
The target is considered to be carrying an activated mag-
netic coil located away from its center of mass, creating a
constant magnetic dipole in its body frame. The chaser is
supposed fully actuated: not only is it equipped with a
steerable magnetic coil, but also with an attitude control
system, as well as with an electric propulsion system, able
to create thrust in the range 10–100 mN. Chemical propul-
sion is not considered, because it is not adapted to the small
forces that can be created between the magnetic coils.



The core of this study is the dynamics of the formation
during the orbit transfer. The issue is the behavior of both
satellites, when the formation is subjected to an external
force created by the thrusters of the chaser. The aim is to
find the configurations (relative position, attitudes, chaser
magnetic dipole) which allow the chaser to tug the target.
Because of the constantly evolving external magnetic field
in orbit, the relative configuration of the formation cannot
be constant. Therefore, configurations paths will be
showed, complying at all time with the dynamics. They
enable the chaser to exert a constant acceleration on the
target as well as keep the angular momentum of both satel-
lites at low values by counterbalancing the torques which
apply. Finally, configurations enabling to desaturated the
attitude control system of the satellites will be shown, with-
out impacting the orbit transfer.

To do so, the magnetic framework is developed in Sec-
tion 3. Section 4 then gives the equations of the relative
motions of the two satellites during the orbit transfer, as
well as the equation describing the attitude dynamics.
Combining Sections 3 and 4 is done in Section 5, which for-
malizes the whole guidance problem and deals with differ-
ent possible strategies. The guidance problem is solved in 6
and the results of the study are given in Section 7.

3. Forces and torques between two magnetic coils

The forces and torques created by a magnetic coil on
another magnetic coil result from the integration of Biot
- Savart law (describing the magnetic field created by an
infinitesimal length of conducting wire) and Lorenz force
(describing the force exerted by a magnetic field on a
infinitesimal length of conducting wire) along the two coils.
When the distance between the two coils is greater than
roughly eight times the biggest radius of the two coils,
the coils can be assimilated to magnetic dipoles. This
approximation is valid from far to close rendezvous. In this
case, the expressions can be simplified using a first-order
Taylor expansion of the complete expressions
(Schweighart, 2005; Villani, 1998). Doing so leads to the
expressions called ‘‘far-field” expressions of the magnetic
field, force and torque created by dipole l1 on dipole l2

when separated by d, vector from 1 to 2:

B1=2 ¼
l0

4pd3
3 l1 � d̂
� �

d̂� l1

� �
ð1Þ

F1=2 ¼
3l0

4pd4
l1 � l2ð Þd̂þ l1 � d̂

� �
l2 þ l2 � d̂

� �
l1

�

� 5 l1 � d̂
� �

l2 � d̂
� �

d̂
�

ð2Þ

s1=2 ¼ l2 � B1=2 ¼ l2 �
l0

4pd3
3 l1 � d̂
� �

d̂� l1

� �� �
ð3Þ

Expressions (1), (2) and (3) can be written as matrix prod-
ucts in order to simplify their use:

B1=2 ¼
l0

4p
C dð Þl1 ð4Þ
F1=2 ¼
3l0

4p
W l1; dð Þl2 ¼

3l0

4p
W l2; dð Þl1 ð5Þ

s1=2 ¼
l0

4p
l2 � C dð Þl1 ¼

l0

4p
l2½ �C dð Þl1 ð6Þ

In which one must pay attention to the direction of d.
Considering d from 2 to 1 changes expression (5) to:

F1=2 ¼ � 3l0

4p
W l1; d21ð Þl2 ¼ � 3l0

4p
W l2; d21ð Þl1 ð7Þ

In a given frame, W and C are the matrices defined by
(i 2 f1; 2g):

Wi ¼W li;dð Þ ¼ � 5

d7
li � dð Þ

d2
x dxdy dxdz

dxdy d2
y dydz

dxdz dydz d2
z

2
64

3
75þ li � dð Þ

d5
I3

þ 1

d5

2lixdx lixdy þ liy dx lixdz þ lizdx

lixdy þ liy dx 2liy dy liy dz þ lizdy

lixdz þ liz dx liy dz þ lizdy 2liz dz

2
64

3
75 ð8Þ

C ¼ C dð Þ ¼ 3

d5

d2
x dxdy dxdz

dxdy d2
y dydz

dxdz dydz d2
z

2
64

3
75� 1

d3
I3 ð9Þ

The determinants of matrices Wi and C are:

detðWiÞ ¼ � li � dð Þ
li � dð Þ2 þ l2

i d
2

� �
d15

ð10Þ

detðCÞ ¼ 2

d9
ð11Þ

Let’s consider a steerable dipole l1 located at the origin of
a frame. The determinant of C being always different from
zero (for d > 0), it is possible to create every desired mag-
netic field B at any given point d in space. To do so, the
dipole which must be created at the origin is given by:

l1 ¼
4p
l0

C�1B ð12Þ

Similarly, if one takes into account another dipole l2

located in d, then as long as l2 � dð Þ – 0 it is possible to cre-
ate any desired force F1=2 on dipole l2. Inverting (5) gives
the dipole which must be created:

l1 ¼
4p
3l0

W�1
2 F1=2 ð13Þ

If l2 � dð Þ ¼ 0 then Eq. (2) becomes:

F1=2 ¼
3l0

4pd4
l1 � l2ð Þd̂þ l1 � d̂

� �
l2

� �
ð14Þ

Which shows that in this case, it is not possible to create
forces on l2 perpendicular to the plane defined by l2 and d.

4. EMFF dynamics and guidance equations

In this section, focus is first made on the transfer orbit
which would be used by electromagnetic formations. Then,
the guidance problem is derived.



4.1. On the transfer orbit

Because the forces which can be created between two
magnets are relatively small when considering distances
of roughly tens of meters, the thrust that can be applied
on the formation to modify its orbit is limited to low val-
ues. Indeed, for the formation to be balanced, the thrust
must be of the same order of magnitude than the inter-
satellite force. Electrical propulsion systems would hence
be the best suited to this kind of missions. Therefore, mod-
ifying the orbit of the formation would require continuous
thrusting during extended period of time. Taking this into
account, computing the best thrust profile along the trans-
fer is a complex problem which falls under the techniques
of optimal control, for which many references can be found
in the literature: see for example Tsien (1953), Coverstone-
Carroll et al. (2000) and Pergola (2010). It is not the aim of
this study. However because the dynamics of the formation
is linked to the thrust exerted by the chaser as it will be seen
in Section 4.2, we will suppose given a thrust profile FCth tð Þ.

To simplify the problem, we will assume that the thrust
is constant in time, and aligned with its velocity. This cor-
responds to the thrust profile modifying the fastest the
energy of the orbit, and therefore its semi-major axis. In
this case, the orbit followed by the formation would be spi-
ral (Petropoulos, 2002), as represented in Fig. 2. This
assumption is not problematic for the work done here, as
the resolution method described in Section 6 is adapted
to time varying thrust.
4.2. Relative position dynamics

In this section are first derived the equations describing
the movement of the formation around its center of mass in
the orbital frame. Then, equilibrium conditions are found,
enabling the formation to stay in a constant configuration.

The sum of the different forces on satellite i (i ¼ C or T)
is:

Fi ¼ Fig þ Fi�l þ Fith þ Fip ð15Þ
Fig. 2. Transfer orbit. In this case, the aim is to increase the altitude of the
orbit.
As:

ri ¼ rCoM þ si ð16Þ

Combining (15) and (16) and applying Newton’s second
law to each spacecraft yields:

d2s

dt2
¼ d2sC

dt2
� d2sT

dt2

¼ d2rC

dt2
� d2rT

dt2

¼ fCg � fT g þ
FCth

mC
�
FT �l

mT
þ
FC�l

mC
þ Dfp

¼ fCg � fT g þ
FCth

mC
� 1

mCmT
mCFT �l � mTFC�l

� �
þ D

fp ð17Þ

with Dfp being the difference between the perturbation
accelerations on the target and the chaser. Knowing that
FT �l ¼ �FC�l , Eq. (17) then yields:

d2s

dt2
¼ fCg � fT g þ

FCth

mC
�

FT �l

mCT
þ Dfp ð18Þ

With mCT ¼ mCmT
mCþmT

. Let’s now proceed to a first order

approximation of f ig , knowing that si � rCoM :

f ig ¼ fg rið Þ

¼ fg rCoMð Þ þ @fg
@r

jr¼rCoM
ri � rCoMð Þ ð19Þ

Which immediately gives:

fCg � fT g ¼
@fg
@r

jr¼rCoM
rC � rTð Þ

¼ @fg
@r

jr¼rCoM
s

¼ � l
r3CoM

Ms ð20Þ

With l the standard gravitational parameter of the Earth.

Let’s now note rCoM ¼ rx ry rz½ �T in the inertial frame.
The Jacobian matrix M at rCoM is obtained from Wie
(2008):

MI ¼

1� 3 r2x
r2CoM

3
rxry
r2CoM

3 rxrz
r2CoM

3
rxry
r2CoM

1� 3
r2y

r2CoM
3

ry rz
r2CoM

3 rxrz
r2CoM

3
ry rz
r2CoM

1� 3 r2z
r2CoM

2
66664

3
77775 ð21Þ

Finally:

d2s

dt2
¼ � l

r3CoM
Msþ FCth

mC
�

FT �l

mCT
þ Dfp ð22Þ

(22) will now be projected in the orbital frame. Differenti-
ating twice in this frame gives Eq. (23).

d2s

dt2
jI ¼ d2s

dt2
jO þ x� x� sð Þ þ 2x� ds

dt
jO þ dx

dt
jO � s

ð23Þ



Let’s now note _s ¼ ds
dt jO and g ¼ dx

dt jO. To simplify the nota-

tions, rCoM is simply noted r from now on. Then the general
equation describing the relative motion in orbit is:

€sþ x� x� sð Þ þ 2x� _sþ g� sþ l
r3
Ms

¼ FCth

mC
�

FT �l

mCT
þ Dfp ð24Þ

As in the orbital frame rO ¼ 0 0 �r½ �T , we have

MO ¼
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 �2

2
4

3
5 and hence:

€sþ 2 x½ �_s� 1

mCT
Ks ¼ FCth

mC
�

FT �l

mCT
þ Dfp ð25Þ

with in the orbital frame:

KO ¼ mCT

x2 � l
r3 gz �gy

�gz � l
r3 gx

gy �gx x2 þ 2l
r3

2
64

3
75 ð26Þ

K is hence a matrix depending only on the external param-
eters x; g and r. Neglecting the differential accelerations on
each spacecraft due to different perturbations yields finally:

€sþ 2 x½ �_s� 1

mCT
Ks ¼ FCth

mC
�

FT �l

mCT
ð27Þ

If the orbit can be considered circular, g can be neglected.
In this case, gi;i2fx;y;zg ¼ 0 and x2 ¼ l

r3. K can then be simpli-

fied in:

KcircO ¼ mCT

0 0 0

0 �x2 0

0 0 3x2

2
64

3
75 ð28Þ
4.3. Attitude dynamics including dipole lever-arm

In orbit, several perturbation torques apply to the satel-
lites: the torque due to the gravity gradient, the torque due
to the solar radiation, the torque due to the atmospheric
drag, the torque due to the external magnetic field. . . In this
study, we include the gravity gradient torque in the compu-
tation, which for satellite i is given by Curtis (2008):

sig ¼ 3
l
r3
ẑO � JiẑO ð29Þ

The torque due to the atmospheric drag and to the solar
pressure are also taken into account, but included in the
perturbation torque sp which is assumed decorrelated from
any other parameter. Their modeling would indeed be
complex, and obtaining such an accuracy is not necessary.

The satellites considered are also subjected to magnetic
torques in orbit: si�lE is the torque in satellite i due to the

presence of the magnetic field of he Earth
(si�lE ¼ li � BE). And s�lT=C for example is the torque on

the chaser due to the presence of the magnetic field created
by the target’s dipole, and computed with (6):
s�lT=C ¼ l0

4p
lC � ClT ð30Þ

Finally, sT c is the torque created by the chaser on the target

because of the lever-arm clT and the magnetic force FT �l :

sT c ¼ clT �
3l0

4p
WTlC ð31Þ

To these external torques is also added the torque created
by the attitude control system of each satellite: sirw . For the
target satellite sT rw can be set to 0 in a low cooperative sce-
nario, or can be controlled in a fully-cooperative scenario
(see Section 5.2).

In the body frame, the evolution of the attitude of one of
the satellites is described by:

J
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JxT =I ¼

X
s ð32Þ

For the target satellite, the attitude dynamics is hence gov-
erned by:

JT
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JTxT =I

¼ sT �lC
þ sT c þ sT �lE

þ sT g þ sT p þ sT rw ð33Þ

The chaser satellite mass repartition is modeled by a
homogeneous sphere. Therefore, no gravity gradient tor-
ques applies (sCg ¼ 0) and xC=I � JCxC=I ¼ 0. Its dipole is

located at its center of mass, which nullifies the lever-arm
torque: sCc ¼ 0. The equation governing the chaser attitude

is therefore:

JC
dxC=I

dt
¼ sC�lT

þ sC�lE
þ sCp þ sCrw ð34Þ

The magnetic dipole of the chaser must be of order

106 Am2 (see Section 7) for the application considered. In
orbit at 700 km altitude, the value of the magnetic field

of the Earth is of order 3� 10�5 T. Hence, sC�lE
can reach

values as high as 30 Nm. However, this perturbing torque
can be counterbalanced by sC�lT

.

The attitude of the chaser shall nominally remain equal

to zero at all time: hC ¼ 0. Then
dxC=I
dt ¼ dxO=I

dt ¼ g. There-

fore, the value of JCg would typically be lower than

10�3 Nm, even for highly elliptical orbit as Geostationary
Transfer Orbits. We include every torque neglected in our
model in sCp . As the sum JCg� sCp is small, and as it is

not fully modeled, it will be compensated by the Attitude
Control System of the chaser:

JC
dxC=I

dt
¼ sCp þ sCrw ð35Þ

This yields the necessary condition:

0 ¼ sC�lE
þ sC�lT

ð36Þ
4.3.1. Remark
One of the main contribution to the perturbation torque

sCp is certainly the gyroscopic torque sChdue to the angular



momentum hCrw stored in the chaser reaction wheel system.
This torque reads sCh ¼ �xC=I � hCrw and could be impor-
tant with reaction wheels sized according to the high value
of the chaser magnetic dipole. Nevertheless this torque in
not taken into account in the design of the guidance law,
which is the scope of this paper, but should be considered
for the design of the control of the formation around the
proposed guidance law.

4.4. Dynamics differential equations

In the sequel, the target attitude hT is noted h. We can
now gather Eqs. (27), (33) and (36) into one differential sys-
tem, which once solved will give the guidance of the
formation:

€sþ 2 x½ �_s� 1
mCT

Ks¼ FCth
mC

� FT �l

mCT

JT
dxT =I

dt þxT =I �JTxT =I ¼ sT rw þ sT �l þ sT c þ sT �lE
þ sT g þ sT p

0¼ sC�lE
þ sC�lT

xT =IT ¼C2
_h�xPO!T hð Þ 0 1 0½ �T

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð37Þ

which has been completed with the link between xT =IT and
h, obtained from Wie (2008), with:

C2 ¼
1 0 � sin h2
0 cos h1 sin h1 cos h2
0 � sin h1 cos h1 cos h2

2
64

3
75 ð38Þ
5. Guidance strategies

5.1. Relative position strategy possibilities and consequences

At any time in orbit, forces have to be created on at least
one of the satellites for the formation to be maintained, as
it can be seen by nullifying the derivative terms in (27).
These forces can either be created on the chaser only by
its thruster, or on both satellites by the magnetic dipoles.
In any case, the acceleration corresponding to these forces

is given by (27) and is equal to 1
�mCT

Ks 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þ
� �

.

Words have been said about the orbit transfer thrust
profile in Section 4.1. Let’s write FCth0

this required thrust.

For a given time t, a given transfer thrust FCth0
and a given

relative position s;FCth can be developed in the following
way:

FCth ¼ FCth0
� a

mC

mCT
Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þð Þ ð39Þ

with a 2 01½ � a tuning parameter used to split the work
required to maintain formation between the chaser thrust
and the force created by the chaser’s magnetic dipole, as
explained in the following. Combining (39) with (27) leads
to:

FT �l ¼
mCT

mC
FCth0

þ 1� að Þ Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þð Þ ð40Þ
which gives the magnetic force which has to be created by
the chaser on the target, in order for the formation to fol-
low the path given by s tð Þ.

For a given time t (so a given matrix K), a given transfer
thrust FCth0

and a given relative position s, several parame-

ters a hence enable to maintain the formation together. The
following sections will explain the impact of this parameter.
5.1.1. Minimum thrust strategy

One can, for example, choose a ¼ 0. In this case, the for-
mation is maintained by the magnetic force only, as the
thruster force is reduced to FCth0

: no fuel is spent to main-

tain the formation together. In this case:

FT �l ¼
mCT

mC
FCth0

þ Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þ ð41Þ

which corresponds to the acceleration imposed on both
spacecraft. Then

FCth ¼ FCth0
ð42Þ

So if FCth0
¼ 0, then no thrust must be applied to the chaser.

This corresponds to the strategy minimizing the thrust
used.
5.1.2. Minimum dipole strategy

Another possibility is to choose a ¼ 1. Then the electro-
magnetic force created only serve as a propulsion for the
target, and the formation is maintained due to the chaser
thrust only. In this case:

FT �l ¼
mCT

mC
FCth0

ð43Þ

and

FCth ¼ FCth0
� mC

mCT
Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þð Þ ð44Þ

So if FCth0
¼ 0, then no magnetic dipole needs to be created

to maintain the formation in equilibrium. This effort would
be supported by the thrust only.
5.1.3. Remarks

These two examples are underlined amongst the infinite
number of possible values for a because the first one min-
imizes the fuel needed for the mission, and the second min-
imizes the magnetic dipole value. Indeed, for the first one,
no thrust is needed to maintain the formation. Therefore
the fuel is used only to modify the orbit of the target.

The second case minimizes the magnetic force which
needs to be created on the target: its only effect is to act
as thrust for the target. It does not help maintaining the
formation. Hence, this scenario minimizes the chaser
dipole module.

A representation of these two strategies can be found in
Fig. 3, where the component of (39) are developed in the
case of station keeping, without orbit transfer. Of course,
a can be chosen arbitrarily. Choosing it between 0 and 1



Fig. 3. Representation of the two strategies identified in Section 5. x̂O is perpendicular to the drawing, ŷO is toward the right, and ẑO is directed to the
bottom of the page. If FCth0

¼ 0, the unique point which must be chosen to describe the orbit in the first case is the center of mass of the target. Indeed, the
other points do not follow a Kelperian trajectory. In the second case, this point is the center of mass of the whole formation.
would have as effect to ‘‘share” the effort of formation
keeping between the two forces.

5.2. Attitude dynamics strategy possibilities and

consequences

Two magnets interacting create at the same time forces
and torques on each other, unless they are in very particu-
lar configurations. Therefore, it is not possible to choose
the attitude of both satellites without creating strong mag-
netic torques on both of them. Indeed, although these tor-
ques could be counterbalanced by the attitude control
system of both satellites for a short time, these attitude con-
trol systems would quickly saturate.

However, even if choosing the target satellite’s attitude
is not possible, its attitude control system can be used to
slightly modulate its behavior. To do so, a tuning parame-
ter b is introduced, which modifies the torque created by
the target’s attitude control system. The aim is to modify
the solutions found in Section 6, by creating a torque con-
veniently chosen:

sT rw ¼ b JT
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JTxT =I

� �
ð45Þ

with b 2 R. (33) then reads:

1� bð Þ JT
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JTxT =I

� �

¼ sT �l þ sT c þ sT �lE
þ sT g þ sT p ð46Þ
5.2.1. Fully-cooperative configuration
In some scenarios, it might be very well possible to pro-

vide a required attitude to the target, as well as a nominal
torque to apply. In these cases, the attitude control system
of the target could satisfy b ¼ 1. Then (46) becomes:

0 ¼ sT �l þ sT c þ sT �lE
þ sT g þ sT p ð47Þ
5.2.2. Low-cooperative configuration

In some other scenarios, it might be impossible for the
chaser to establish a communication with the target. In this
case, the target satellite is supposed ro be passive, but not
hostile to the tugging. Then it is safe to assume b ¼ 0,
and (46) becomes:

JT
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JTxT =I

¼ sT �l þ sT c þ sT �lE
þ sT g þ sT p ð48Þ
5.3. Summarizing guidance differential equations

This last development lets us update (37) in:

0 ¼ mCT
mC

FCth0
� FT �l þ 1� að Þ Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þð Þ

0 ¼ sT �l þ sT c þ sT �lE
þ sT g þ sT p

� 1� bð Þ JT
dxT =I

dt þ xT =I � JTxT =I

� �
0 ¼ sC�lE

þ sC�lT

0 ¼ xT =IT � C2
_hþ xPO!T 0 1 0½ �T

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð49Þ
6. Guidance problem resolution

Relative configuration guidance for EMFF during orbit
transfer does not seem solved in the litterature. Some



authors showed solutions for very particular cases (Zhang
et al., 2014), but even in these cases, the attitude dynamics
of the satellites were not taken into account. Moreover,
earlier studies considered EMFF satellites as being orbiting
magnets, and the location of magnetic dipole inside satel-
lites was tacitly supposed perfectly centered.

For EMFF in general, requirements on the torques are
often neglected: to our knowledge, only Schweighart
(2005) tried to minimize them. However, creating forces
between two magnets also creates a torque on both, even
without taking into account the Earth magnetic field,
which can create torques of order reaching 30 Nm for

dipoles of order 106 Am2 in low Earth orbit. In general, this
problem is left to the control. Indeed, the suggestion widely
spread in the literature is to wave the dipoles of all satellites
in the formation, in order to average the magnetic torque
to zero, in order to keep the angular momentum stored
in the reaction wheels at relatively low values (Ahsun
et al., 2007; Hashimoto et al., 2002).

In this study, this problem is solved differently: while in
general the relative position of the satellites in the forma-
tion is given and the torques are not chosen, the torques
are here compensated but the relative position is free.
6.1. Combining dynamics and magnetics

Section 3 has fixed a way of writing magnetic forces and
torques. Sections 4 and 5 lead to the model (49), which
needs to be solved to get the solution of the guidance trans-
fer. Let’s now combine these results. Doing so leads to the
following system:

0 ¼ mCT
mC

FCth0
� 3l0

4p WT lT ; clT � s
� �

lC

þ 1� að Þ Ks� mCT 2 x½ �_sþ €sð Þð Þ
0 ¼ lT �

l0
4pC clT � s

� �
lC þ BE

� �

þclT �
3l0
4p WT lT ; clT � s

� �
lC

þsT g hð Þ þ sT p � 1� bð Þ JT
dxT =I

dt þ xT =I � JTxT =I

� �

0 ¼ lC � l0
4pC clT � s

� �
lT þ BE

� �
0 ¼ xT =IT � C2

_hþ xPO!T hð Þ 0 1 0½ �T

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð50Þ

The unknowns are: sO ¼ sxO syO szO
� 	T

, representing

the relative position of the chaser spacecraft’s center of
mass with respect to the target spacecraft’s center of mass

in the orbital frame; xT =IT ¼ pT qT rT½ �T , representing
the inertial angular rate of the target spacecraft in its body

frame; h ¼ h1 h2 h3½ �T , representing the Euler angles
describing the attitude of the target spacecraft with regard

to the orbital frame; lCO
¼ lCxO

lCyO
lCzO

h iT
, repre-

senting the chaser magnetic dipole in orbital frame.
The knowns are the physical parameters describing the

formation: the dipole of the target lT , its lever-arm clT ,
the formation reduced mass mCT , the target inertia matrix
JT ; the parameters depending on the orbit: the rotation
vector from inertial to orbital frame x, its time derivative
g, the Earth magnetic field BE; the strategy parameters:
a; b and the given transfer thrust FCth0

.

6.2. Solving the equations: continuation principle

Solving the guidance problem is not straight forward.
Indeed, it is constituted of 12 equations, has 12 unknowns,
and is not linear. Even if the time derivative were set to

zero, developing C clT � s
� �

and WT lT ; clT � s
� �

and sub-

stituting their expressions in (50) reveals a polynomial sys-
tem in sx; sy ; sz; lCx

; lCy
; lCz

, and sine and cosine of h1; h2; h3.

The non linearity of this kind of equations makes the exis-
tence and number of solutions unsure, even in the static
case. (Consider for example the three systems

x2 þ y2 � k ¼ 0

x4 � y4 � 2x2 þ 1 ¼ 0



; k 2 1

2
; 1; 2


 �
ð51Þ

which have respectively zero, an infinite number of solu-
tions and four solutions.)

A system having a finite number of solutions is easier to
handle than a system having an infinite number of solu-
tions. Indeed, in the first case, initializing carefully a
gradient-based method enables to find several solutions,
if not all of them. To transform a system in order to have
a finite number of solutions, one can choose one of the
variables as a parameter, and then solve the system.

To find every solution of the problem numerically, a
continuation method can be used. The principle is to
choose a variable as a parameter and to make it evolve
slowly, in order for the solutions to evolve slowly as well.
Initializing a new numerical resolution with the result given
by the previous one then enables to follow the evolution of
the solutions. This principle is illustrated in Fig. 4 for (51)
with k ¼ 1. It enables to get a set of solutions which are
representative of the infinite number of solutions. It can
be noted here that the continuation method used is differ-
ent from the one used in Schweighart (2005). Indeed while
Schweighart used a continuation method on the equations

themselves (i.e. starting with simple polynomial equations,
and making them more complex at each step), we are using
a continuation method on the solutions. This is justified by
two facts: (i) contrary to Schweighart who wanted to find
every possible solutions to the problem, we are looking
only for one viable solution; (ii) the continuation method
is also used to find the evolution of the guidance solution
in time, as it will be seen in Section 6.4.
6.3. Solving the equations: initial configuration solutions

(50) is a differential system. Its resolution will be com-
pletely showed in Section 6.4. However, as any differential
equation, the solution found depends on the initial condi-



Fig. 4. Continuation method principle.
tion. This initial condition represents in our case the begin-
ning of the interaction between the chaser and the target.
Finding a good configuration for this beginning is not triv-
ial, but falls directly under what has been developed previ-
ously. It is imposed that at the beginning, the satellites in
the formation are not moving relatively to one another,
and have no attitude motion. The equation to solve (in
s; lC; h and xT =I ) is therefore the system (50), in which
the time derivative terms are set to zero. Hence:

0 ¼ mCT
mC

FCth0
� 3l0

4p WT lT ; clT � s
� �

lC þ 1� að ÞKs

0 ¼ lT �
l0
4pC clT � s

� �
lC þ BE

� �

þclT �
3l0
4p WT lT ; clT � s

� �
lC

þsT g hð Þ þ sT p � 1� bð Þ JTgþ x� JTxð Þ

0 ¼ lC � l0
4pC clT � s

� �
lT þ BE

� �
xT =I ¼ sx

8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð52Þ

which is a quasi-polynomial system, for which we apply the
method described in Section 6.2. An example of possible
solutions is given in Fig. 5: it represents the set of initial
positions s which can be chosen for the chaser, relatively
Fig. 5. Example of relative position solutions to the static guidance
problem in the scenario II (see Table 2) with a ¼ b ¼ 0. sy ’ 0 for every
point. Lines indicate admissible initial chaser location. Target is repre-
sented at the center of the frame in attitude corresponding to one solution.
Frame is orbital: Earth at the bottom, orbital velocity toward left.
to the target located at the center of the frame. This set
of solutions can be reduced to take into account a minimal
chaser-target distance to avoid collisions (see next section).
To any of the position solutions is associated a chaser mag-
netic dipole lC and an orientation h of the target, which are
not represented. The chaser’s attitude is always equal to
zero in the orbital frame. The frame is the orbital frame
centered on the target. The values chosen for the different
parameters are given in Table 1.
6.4. Solving the differential system: forward euler scheme

The previous section has dealt with the initialisation of
the differential equation resolution. The resolution through
time is detailed here.

Because of the complexity of the differential system,
looking for analytical solutions does not seem realistic.
Indeed, the system is not only non-linear, but it is time-
varying: as mentioned earlier, FCth0

could be varied through

the orbit. Moreover, the parameters r;x and g are not con-
stant if the orbit is not circular, and BEO is not constant in
any case.

The differential system is therefore solved numerically,
with a time step of 5 s. To do so, the time derivatives of
the unknowns are computed in a forward Euler scheme:
at time-step n, the time derivatives are computed as polyno-
mials of the previous and current unknowns. Here is given
the example for s:

_sn ¼ sn�sn�1

dt

€sn ¼ sn�2sn�1þsn�2

dt2
ð53Þ

Combining this with system (50) then yields a system close
to (52). Its resolution is therefore treated the same way.
This however, is not enough to completely solve the guid-
ance problem, as solving this new system gives an infinite
number of solutions. To choose amongst them, a cost func-
tion is designed, which goal is to keep the distance between
both satellites roughly constant. The solution minimizing



Table 1
Parameters and initial configuration used in the case study.

Mass of target (mT ) 2300 kg
Target inertia matrix (JT T ) diag 1300 1100 700½ �ð Þ kg�m2

Mass of chaser (mC) 1000 kg
Chaser inertia matrix (JCC ) diag 700 700 700½ �ð Þ kg�m2

Target dipole (lT T
) ½05000�T Am2

Target dipole position in body frame
(clTT

)
½100�T m

Maximum chaser dipole value ( lC
�� ��) 107 Am2

Nominal transfer thrust (FCth0 O
Þ ½5000�T mN

Target disturbing torque (sCp ) ½000�T Nm

Initial configuration: hC ¼ 0; _hC ¼ 0; _h ¼ 0; _s ¼ 0
(h and s solution of Eq. (52))

Initial true anomaly 0

Fig. 6. Trajectory of the chaser relatively to the target in the orbital frame
centered on the target in the scenario I with a ¼ b ¼ 1; sdesired ¼ 9:1 m. It
corresponds to the trajectory of the chaser as seen from the target location,
looking in the direction of the velocity vector. Setting a ¼ b ¼ 1 makes
(49) static, thus the periodicity of the external conditions make the
solution periodic.
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the cost function is selected amongst the solutions of the
system:

cost sð Þ ¼ sk k � sdesiredð Þ2 ð54Þ

where sdesired is the desired distance between the two satel-
lites. sdesired is chosen so that at the beginning of the inter-

action, lCk k ¼ 106 Am2.

7. Results

Testing has been realized in a wide range of orbits with
the parametric configuration in Table 1. In this section, two
particular scenarios, defined in Table 2, are presented and
analyzed: circular equatorial orbits, because of its periodic-
ity, and circular Sun-synchronous orbits. The latter are
studied for two reasons. First, because they represent a
major difficulty caused by the quickly varying Earth mag-
netic field at the poles. Second, because this kind of orbit
is particularly used by Earth observation satellites, which
represent potential targets in the frame of ADR.

7.1. Equatorial orbits

Circular equatorial orbits (scenario I) are the only one
for which the parameters r;x; g and above all BEO are triv-
ially time-periodic. Let us therefore pay attention to this
situation.

As one can see from (49), if a and b are set to 1, then the
model becomes a set of time dependent algebraic equa-
tions. The periodicity of the constants will make the guid-
ance solution periodic also. This can be seen in Fig. 6, from
the fact that the trajectory of the chaser relatively to the
Table 2
Case study.

Scenario I Scenario II

Orbit Circular equatorial Circular sun-synchronous
Inclination 0 deg 98:2 deg
Altitude 805 km 705 km
RAAN – 45 deg

RAAN: Right Ascension of the Ascending Node.
target along the orbit is closed. Fig. 7 presents the evolu-
tion of the Earth magnetic field in orbital frame during 2
orbits, as well as the evolution of all the states. From top
to bottom, each plot presents the three axis orbital-frame
components of: surrounding magnetic field; relative posi-
tion; target attitude; chaser magnetic dipole; chaser thrus-
ter force.
7.2. Sun-synchronous orbits: minimum thrust and low-

cooperative target

Sun-synchronous orbits are orbits used by many Earth-
observation satellites, because they have the particularity
of keeping the lighting of the observed area constant at
every passage of the satellite observing. They are orbits
which have been identified for ADR, because of their high
satellite density (Voirin et al., 2012). In this context, let us
analyze the possibility to tug a satellite on which only the
MTQ is still functioning. This represents low-cooperative
cases, which could typically exist when de-orbiting a satel-
lite having emptied its fuel tank and lost its AOCS. In this
case the target could not ensure its own attitude stability,
hence b ¼ 0. As the aim would be to spare the fuel of the
chaser, one could choose a ¼ 0. The result of the guidance
in such a case is given in Figs. 8 and 9.
7.3. Sun-synchronous orbits: minimum dipole and low-

cooperative target

As one can see on the 3D representation of the relative
position evolution through two orbits, choosing a ¼ b ¼ 0
makes the relative movement of the chaser around the tar-
get quite large. If one prefers (for safety reasons for exam-
ple) to restrict the movement to a smaller volume, one can
choose to increase a. Imposing a ¼ 1 corresponds to the
case where the magnetic force is created only to provide
the acceleration needed for the orbit transfer to the target.
The results of the guidance in this case is given in Figs. 10
and 11. As it can be seen in Fig. 10, the force FCth created by

the chaser differs from FCth0O
¼ 5000½ �T mN. It is not a

problem for the mission however: as explained in Sec-
tion 5.1.2, the magnetic force created on the target is at
all time equal to mCT

mC
FCth0

, ensuring that it follows the orbit



Fig. 7. Guidance path in the scenario I with a ¼ b ¼ 1; sdesired ¼ 9:1 m.
The period of all parameters is equal to the synodic period of the
movement, which takes into account the rotation of the Earth and is
therefore different from the orbital period. Blue, red and yellow lines
represent respectively x; y, and z axis for vectors and Euler angle 1, 2 and 3
for attitudes. First graph represents the Earth’s magnetic field in frame O.
Second graph represents relative position s in frame O. Third graph
represents target attitude h. Fourth graph represents chaser dipole lC in
frame O. Fifth graph represents chaser thrust FCth in frame O. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. Guidance path in the study case I with a ¼ b ¼ 0; sdesired ¼ 9:3 m.
Legend details given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. Relative trajectory in the scenario II with
a ¼ b ¼ 0; sdesired ¼ 9:3 m. View from the side: orbital velocity toward left,
Earth toward bottom. Choosing a ¼ b ¼ 0 makes the relative movement
very large.
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designed for the transfer. The only drawback is the
increased fuel consumption by the chaser.
7.4. Angular momentum management

In the Section 4.3, care has been taken in order to avoid
building angular momentum in both satellites during the
orbit transfer: the Earth magnetic torque on the chaser
has been balanced in (36); and the target AOCS torque
has been taken into account in (33) where it can be set to
zero. However, to control their attitude around the nomi-
Fig. 10. Guidance path in the scenario II with a ¼ 1; b ¼ 0 and
sdesired ¼ 9:3 m. As the attitude of the target is not controlled by its AOCS
(b ¼ 0), it oscillates around what could be a smooth evolution, causing the
other parameters to do the same. Legend details given in Fig. 7.



Fig. 11. Relative trajectory in the scenario II with a ¼ 1; b ¼ 0 and
sdesired ¼ 9:3 m. The oscillations due to b ¼ 0 are visible, but compared to
Fig. 9, imposing a ¼ 1 has been efficient to constraint the relative
movement to a smaller volume. Frame is orbital.

Fig. 12. Guidance path in the scenario I with a ¼ b ¼ 0 and
sdesired ¼ 9:1 m. The last plot represents the angular momentum variation
in the AOCS of the target, which is modulated without affecting the
mission. Legend details given in Fig. 7.

Fig. 13. Relative trajectory in the scenario I with a ¼ b ¼ 0 and
sdesired ¼ 9:1 m during reaction wheels desaturation. Frame is orbital.
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nal value given by the guidance, chaser and target (in the
cooperative scenario) might use reaction wheels or control
momentum gyroscopes, as these devices have the advan-
tage of not needing fuel. The drawback however is the limit
of angular momentum they can store, which is driven by
the maximal angular velocity withstood by their different
rotating parts.

To desaturate reaction wheels, an external torque has to
be created, so that opposing it decreases the angular
momentum stored. In the chaser case, this torque can be
easily created thanks to the thrusters, which are continu-
ously thrusting to modify the orbit. The orientation of
the chaser is not fixed by the guidance. Therefore, one
can choose its orientation in order to create the desired tor-
que, depending on the location of the thruster on the
chaser.

The target however does not have the capacity of creat-
ing a torque using thrusters. But one can take this need into
account in (33), which then becomes:

JT
dxT =I

dt
þ xT =I � JTxT =I

¼ sT �lC
þ sT c þ sT �lE

þ sT g þ sT p þ sT d ð55Þ

where sT d is the torque which must be created by the reac-
tion wheels to desaturate themselves. This torque does not
have to be constant in time. In Figs. 12 and 13, an example
is given where sT d is sinusoidal. The evolution of the target
angular momentum is plotted in the last graph of Fig. 12.
In this example, the maximum desaturation rate considered
is 0:67 Nms/min, which seems enough to desaturate the
target AOCS. More details can be obtained on the AOCS
de-saturation in Fabacher (2016).
8. Conclusion

In some cases, it might be interesting to use a chaser
satellite to magnetically tug a target satellite to another
orbit. Doing so is not straight forward. Indeed, creating
magnetic forces between two satellites immediately creates
torques on both satellites, not only caused by the other
satellite, but also because of the presence of the Earth’s
magnetic field. The existence of configuration paths satisfy-
ing the dynamics of the formation as well as the propulsion
requirement is therefore not trivial, even without taking
into account the time varying nature of several parameters
of the problem.

This paper has hence reached several goals. First, it has
developed a new framework to describe magnetic forces
and torques in the far field domain, which enables to sim-
ply write them as matrices, making it easy to use. This
paper above all demonstrated that magnetic tugging of tar-
get satellites is theoretically possible, even if the formation
is not fully cooperative and the target is under-actuated. It
also gave a way to obtain the solution of the guidance
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problem for this orbit transfer, satisfying the dynamics of
the formation, not only for the relative position, but also
for the attitude of both satellites. This solution has been
given taking into account the lever arm between the target
center of mass and the position of its dipole, therefore
demonstrating that every satellites using magnetorquers
can be potential targets for the orbit transfer. Finally, a
solution alternative to the dipole polarity switching has
been proposed to avoid the building of angular momentum
caused by the Earth magnetic field on both satellites for
this particular application.

The control of the formation around the nominal guid-
ance path found in this article has not been discussed, but
the reader can find some initial work on this subject in
Fabacher et al. (2016). In addition, the stability of the for-
mation around the guidance path defined is discussed in
Fabacher (2016). In this reference, non-linear simulations
are used to ensure it. Further works are still to be per-
formed to evaluate the robustness of the overall approach
in spite of navigation errors, Earth magnetic field model
errors, sensors and actuators imperfections. Finally, in
the frame of this early-phase feasibility study, the modifica-
tion of the dynamics due to the angular momentum stored
by both satellites in their AOCS has not been taken into
account. This shall be performed in future work.
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